Site-directed mutagenesis in hemoglobin: functional and structural role of the penultimate tyrosine in the alpha subunit.
The penultimate tyrosine in the hemoglobin subunit is considered to be one of the most important residues for the normal structure and function of hemoglobin. To elucidate the functional and structural role of the penultimate residue in the alpha-subunit, we prepared new artificial mutants; Hb Y140 alpha Q, in which Tyr-140 alpha is replaced by a nonaromatic residue, Gln, and Hb Y140 alpha F, which loses its hydrogen bond to Val-93 alpha by the substitution of Phe for Tyr. HB Y140 alpha Q exhibited a markedly increased oxygen affinity and almost completely diminished cooperativity, whereas Hb Y140 alpha F showed similar but less extensively impaired function, indicating that the aromatic residue at the penultimate position in the alpha-subunit contributes to the stabilization of the T-quaternary structure as does the corresponding residue in the beta-subunit. However, the deoxygenated forms of these mutants bear significant T-state character in their spectroscopic properties observed at high protein concentrations. The tetramer-dimer equilibrium data of the mutants suggested that a significant part of the functional alterations observed for dilute solution appears to result from partial dissociation into alpha beta dimers rather than direct destabilization of the T-quaternary structure in the deoxygenated form. Therefore, we can conclude that the penultimate tyrosine in the alpha-chain plays a key role not only in the stabilization of the T-state but also in the subunit assembly.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)